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Abstract: The excellent adhesion strength between the substrate and coating in the field of cemented
carbide-coated tools is the crux of ensuring the durability of coated tools. The TiN coating is often used
as a bonding layer to improve the bonding strength between the substrate and outer coating. Insights
into detailed information on the interfacial properties between substrate and coating are essential
for developing coating structures with optimal adhesion properties. Therefore, first-principles
calculations were used to investigate the anisotropy of the elastic characteristics of WC and TiN
as well as the bonding mechanism at the interface. The findings demonstrate that WC and TiN
bulks have different symmetries in their anisotropy of elastic characteristics. WC(0001) and TiN(111)
slabs can be well-lattice matched thanks to the low lattice mismatch ratio (2.7%). The HCP stacking
mode has larger bonding energy than the OT and hole stacking modes in the interface structure
with identical terminating atoms. The C-HCP-Ti interface forms covalent and ionic bonds, which is
thermodynamically stable (γ = −1.127 J/m2) and has the highest bonding strength (Wad = 8.899 J/m2)
among all interface structures. The results of this study provide a practical perspective for improving
the mechanical properties of cemented carbide-coated tools.

Keywords: WC; TiN coating; interfacial structure; first-principles calculations; adhesion strength;
electronic structure

1. Introduction

Cemented carbide is a powder metallurgy product that is widely utilized around the
world [1]. Because of its adaptable combination of transverse fracture strength, hardness,
toughness, and wear resistance, WC-Co cemented carbide is utilized extensively in many
associated industries, including cutting tools for milling metal parts in the machining
industry, wear components in molds, and drill parts in mining areas, etc. [2]. In the field of
machining, these tools are known as the teeth of the industry, and WC-Co cemented carbide
is often used as their substrate. However, these tools suffer from the challenges of strong
friction, huge thermal shock, and high-temperature oxidation in the cutting area during the
service process. It is difficult for a single cemented carbide material to meet the processing
requirements of difficult-to-machine materials and high-speed cutting [3]. Although a
modest number of additives (VC, Cr3C2, Mo2C, NbC, TaC, etc., and their mixed additives)
can be used to improve the mechanical characteristics [4,5], the hard coating is still an
irreplaceable method to enhance the comprehensive performance of tools. As a result,
almost all tool surfaces in current machining applications are prepared with commercial
hard coatings by CVD or PVD [6].

TiN, a binary nitride of transition metal, is still frequently employed as a protective
hard coating for bearing, cutting, and forming tools due to its low cost, superior abrasion
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resistance, and corrosion resistance [7]. TiN coating on tools can improve the product’s
surface quality and extend the tool’s service life. The golden yellow color of the TiN coating
makes it useful as a tool wear indication. However, TiN coatings undergo severe oxidation
at operating temperatures above 500 ◦C, resulting in coating failure [8]. Researchers have
enhanced the cutting performance of TiN-based coatings by incorporating additional
components (Al, Cr, Si, Y, etc.) into binary TiN coatings to create multi-component coatings
(TiAlN [9], TiCrN [10], TiSiN [11], TiAlSiN [12], etc.) in order to fulfil the demanding
processing requirements of difficult-to-machine materials. These multi-component coatings
provide outstanding wear resistance, toughness, high-temperature oxidation resistance,
and hardness characteristics. However, the addition of doping elements can cause lattice
distortion in the crystal, which makes the coating have higher residual stress, resulting
in poor film-substrate bonding. It is necessary to deposit a bonding layer between the
multi-component coating and the substrate to improve the bonding force, among which
TiN is one of the commonly used bonding layers [13]. In the research of many scholars,
the application of the TiN contact layer significantly improves the film-substrate adhesion
and cutting performance of the coating. According to Zhong et al., a rich WC(0001) and
WC(1010) cemented carbide substrate is advantageous for forming a coherent or semi-
coherent interface between TiN and WC, enhancing the interface structure [14]. These
characteristics improve the coating-substrate system’s capacity to withstand damage from
outside forces. As a result, commercial cemented carbide-coated tools, including CVD [15]
and PVD [16] coatings, are frequently made with TiN serving as a bonding layer.

A good combination of the coating and the substrate is an important guarantee
to improve the durability of the coating. The adhesion between the cemented carbide
and coatings depends on WC-film bonding, film-substrate interlocking, and WC carbide
embedment. Studies by Bouzakis et al. show that mechanical treatment of the substrate can
significantly improve the machinability of the coating [17]. During the CVD coating process,
the high-temperature increases the grain size of WC and reduces the residual compressive
stress, which in turn leads to annealing and softening of the cemented carbide material.
This softening reduces the cutting performance of CVD-coated carbide tools, resulting in
high coating deformation and premature fatigue fracture. Skordaris et al. further proposed
to improve the performance of the substrate based on the appropriate heat treatment
technology to improve the cutting performance of the CVD coated tool [18]. These studies
provide an explanation for the adhesion mechanisms between the cemented carbide and
coatings in terms of the film-substrate interlocking and WC carbides embedment, while
studies on WC−film bonding are lacking.

First-principles calculations are frequently employed in contemporary scientific re-
search because they provide insight into interface structures at the atomic and electronic lev-
els [19]. It is an important tool for in-depth explanation of some interface issues. Zhao et al.
used first principles to reveal the interface structure and electronic characteristics of wear-
resistant coating WC/TiC [20]. Zavodinsky et al. researched the adhesion in the TiN/ZrN
layered systems by density functional theory (DFT) and pseudopotentials methods, which
revealed that the interfacial structure greatly affects the adhesion of TiN/ZrN [21]. Rao et al.
revealed the mechanism by which TiN-promoted graphitization transformation of dia-
mond decreases the interface bond strength through TiN/diamond interface property
calculations [22]. Through first-principles calculations, Fan et al. identified the bonding
mechanism at the interface of TiC(111)/TiN(111) with various atomic stacking configura-
tions [23]. All these studies have proved the importance of theoretical calculation in the
study of interface structure. This method makes up for the lack of traditional experiments
that lack atomic resolution.

Studying the interface characteristics and electrical structure of the film-based interface
is important in order to fully utilize TiN film for the interface structure design of the coating
in the tool application and improve the overall performance of the multi-component coating.
Cemented carbides can be divided into about 20 types according to their microstructure
and chemical composition. Among them, hexagonal WC occupies the most prominent
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position in all hard phases of cemented carbide. More than 80% of all carbide grades
contain WC, many of which are pure WC-Co alloys [1]. Co is distributed in the gaps of WC
particles. The Co content of the cemented carbide used for cutting tools is low (≤12 wt.%),
and the Co on the surface layer will be selectively etched away during the ion etching
process prior to coating deposition [24]. Therefore, the interface bonding between cemented
carbide and TiN film is mainly the bonding between WC and TiN. However, first-principles
calculations of the WC/TiN interface have not been reported so far. The bonding strength
between WC/TiN depends on their interfacial relationship. In this study, the structure
and properties of the interface between WC and TiN were investigated by first principles,
which could provide a theoretical basis for explaining their adhesion strength and stability.

2. Models and Computational Details
2.1. Bulk Unit Cell Structure Models

The contents of C and N affect the properties of WC and TiN. In the field of coated tools,
WC and TiN satisfying the stoichiometric ratio showed better performance. Moreover, the
close-packed hexagonal (hcp) WC phase has an extremely narrow range of homogeneity. In
modern production lines, carbon can be controlled in the range of 0.05 wt% [1]. Therefore,
a typical crystal model satisfying stoichiometry was selected in this study. In addition,
considering the scale of the model and the computational power of the method, the stress
and defect states introduced in the material production process are not considered in the
modeling process. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the crystal used to construct the
interface structure in the first-principles calculations. The bulk WC unit cell model with
the hcp stacking form is shown in Figure 1a, which belongs to the P6-2m space group.
Figure 1b depicts the Fm-3m space group’s bulk TiN unit cell model with the face-centered
cubic (fcc) stacking form. Geometric optimization of the WC and TiN unit cells is necessary
to guarantee that the right unit cell structure is used during the computation procedure.
The crystal atoms are relaxed but the original crystal structure is maintained during the
geometric optimization process.
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models below).

2.2. Calculation Methods

The DFT-based Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) was used to perform
first-principles calculations on the bulk properties, interface structures, and electronic
properties of WC and TiN. The interaction between ionic cores and valence electrons
is described by the plane-wave ultrasoft pseudopotential approach [25]. The exchange-
correlation function was described using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerh (PBE). Meanwhile, the Broyden−Fletcher−Goldfarb-Shannon
(BFGS) algorithm was used to relax the atoms in order to minimize the system’s overall
energy and complete the geometry optimization [26]. The maximum force, maximum
stress, maximum displacement, and convergence tolerances were specified at 0.01 eV/Å,
0.02GPa, 5.0 × 10−4 Å and 5.0 × 10−6 eV/atom, respectively. The normal state can be
discovered by calculating the Kohn−Sham equation using the self-consistent-field (SCF)
method with a convergence threshold of 5.0 × 10−7 eV/atom to carry out the electronic
minimization. Plane wave expansion was measured at 350 eV with a kinetic energy cutoff
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during convergence tests. For WC and TiN, the valence electrons considered are W-5s2 5p6

5d4 6s2, C-2s2 2p2, Ti-3s2 3p6 3d2 4s2, N-2s2 2p3. The Brillouin zone’s irreducible edge was
sampled using the regular Monkhorst−Pack grid, which has 10 × 10 × 10 points for WC
bulk, 6 × 6 × 6 k points for TiN bulk, and 10 × 10 × 10 k points for slabs and interfaces.
Surfaces and interfaces were modeled using the Supercell method with periodic boundary
conditions. A supercell approximation method was used to construct slab and interface
models with periodic boundary conditions. To prevent undesired interactions with the
periodic crystalline structure, the surface and interface models set a 15 Å thick vacuum
layer. The surface and interface models constructed in this study are pure and free of
impurities. Models with adatom and vacancy defects will be addressed in further studies.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Bulk Property
3.1.1. Lattice Constant

To determine whether the chosen calculation parameters were realistic, the crystallo-
graphic parameters following unit cell optimization were compared to the experimental
values of other scholars. The optimal lattice parameters for hcp-WC were a = b = 2.92
and c = 2.84 based on the geometric optimization, which agrees with the modified lattice
parameters in [20]. The optimal lattice parameters for fcc-TiN were a = b = c = 4.25 Å, which
agrees with the modified lattice parameters in [27]. It is clear that the computed results
accord well with the other published references, proving that the simulation parameters set
in this study were acceptable.

3.1.2. Property of WC Bulk

Figure 2 depicts the band structure and density of states (DOS) of WC bulk, where EF
stands for the Fermi level. In Figure 2a, an energy band spanning the Fermi level reveals
that WC exhibits metallic characteristics. In Figure 2b, the W-d state dominates the total
DOS (TDOS) at the Fermi level, showing that some metallic bonding exists in WC. This is
consistent with the band structure’s metallic characteristics (in Figure 2a). By examining the
partial DOS (PDOS) of the C-p and W-d states, it can be shown that there is considerable
orbital hybridization in the −7.5~−2.5 eV and 2.5~10 eV ranges, which suggests that WC
has formed strong covalent bonds. The C-s state dominates the TDOS in the energy range
of −14 to −10 eV, indicating that electrons are moved from the more electronegative W
atoms to the more electronegative C atoms and form ionic bonds between them. As a result,
hcp-WC bulk has a mixture of metallic, covalent, and ionic bonds, which is consistent with
previous studies [20,25].
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Table 1 contains the computed elastic moduli of the WC bulk. Table 2 lists the Poisson’s
ratio, Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and linear compressibility estimated by the ELATE
of Gaillac et al. based on the elastic moduli in Table 1 [28]. The properties listed are
anisotropic with unequal maximum and minimum values. Three-dimensional spherical
maps and 2D projection maps (in Figure 3) on three orthogonal planes were both displayed
using ELATE to more easily understand the anisotropy of the elastic characteristics of the
WC bulk. In Figure 3, it can be clearly seen that the projection of all elastic properties on the
xy plane presents a standard circle, indicating that there is no anisotropy in the xy plane. In
the xz and yz planes, they have the same projected shape respectively and both present an
ellipse or an irregular circle. Therefore, the anisotropy of the elastic properties of bulk WC
is mainly contributed by the z-direction, and there is no anisotropy in the xy-direction. The
asymmetric anisotropy feature of the WC bulk is related to the hcp crystal structure, which
has only one sixfold symmetry axis in the z-axis direction [0001] [29].

Table 1. Elastic moduli of WC.

Total Elastic Moduli (GPa)

Direction XX YY ZZ XY YZ ZX

XX 714.02 209.97 159.85 0 0 0

YY 209.97 714.02 159.85 0 0 0

ZZ 159.85 159.85 947.2 0 0 0

XY 0 0 0 300.07 0 0

YZ 0 0 0 0 300.07 0

ZX 0 0 0 0 0 252.02

Table 2. Young’s modulus, linear compressibility, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of WC.

WC
Young’s Modulus GPa Linear Compressibility

TPa−1 Shear Modulus GPa Poisson’s Ratio

Emin Emax βmin βmax Gmin Gmax νmin νmax

Value 638.30 891.90 0.73 0.96 252.02 325.12 0.12 0.27

Anisotropy 1.397 1.303 1.290 2.151

3.1.3. Property of TiN Bulk

Figure 4 depicts the band structure and DOS of TiN bulk, where EF stands for the
Fermi level. In Figure 4a, an energy band spanning the Fermi level reveals that TiN exhibits
metallic characteristics. In Figure 4b, the Ti-d state dominates the TDOS at the Fermi
level, indicating that TiN has some metallic bonding, which is consistent with the metallic
properties exhibited in the band structure (in Figure 4a). Ti-d and N-p orbits have identical
peak forms and peak amplitude in the energy range of −8.5 to −2.5 eV, indicating that
there is orbital hybridization between the Ti and N atoms. This indicates the emergence
of covalent bonds. Be-tween −17eV and −14eV, the Ti-d orbital interacts weakly with the
N-s orbital. As can be seen, polar covalent bonds and metal bonds coexist in fcc-TiN bulk,
which is in good accordance with earlier observations [27].
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Table 3 contains the computed elastic moduli of the TiN crystal. Table 4 lists the
Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and linear compressibility estimated by
the ELATE of Gaillac et al. based on the elastic moduli in Table 3 [28]. Except for linear
compressibility, all other properties exhibit anisotropy. Three-dimensional spherical maps
and 2D projection maps of the elastic characteristics of the TiN bulk on three orthogonal
planes were both displayed in Figure 5. Figure 5a reveals that the Young’s modulus has
an anisotropy value of 1.485 and is the same in all three directions. There is no anisotropy
if the 3D map is more spherical, indicating that the material is more isotropic [30]. In
Figure 5b, the 3D map of linear compressibility is a very regular sphere; it is clear that the
linear compressibility of TiN has no anisotropy, which corresponds to an anisotropy value
of 1. The shear modulus of TiN exhibits the same anisotropy in the x, y, and z directions as
does the Poisson’s ratio, as shown in Figure 5c,d, with the corresponding anisotropy values
of 1.414 and 2.770. As a result, we can conclude that the elastic properties of TiN bulk are
strongly anisotropic with high symmetry. The mechanical properties of TiN are similar in
specific symmetric crystal orientations. This symmetry is related to the high symmetry of
the FCC structure, which has four threefold rotation axes oriented diagonally to the cube
[111] [31].

Table 3. Elastic moduli of TiN.

Total Elastic Moduli (GPa)

Direction XX YY ZZ XY YZ ZX

XX 630.71 96.17 96.17 0 0 0

YY 96.17 630.71 96.17 0 0 0

ZZ 96.17 96.17 630.71 0 0 0

XY 0 0 0 189.08 0 0

YZ 0 0 0 0 189.08 0

ZX 0 0 0 0 0 189.08

Table 4. Young’s modulus, linear compressibility, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of TiN.

TiN
Young’s Modulus GPa Linear Compressibility

TPa−1 Shear Modulus GPa Poisson’s Ratio

Emin Emax βmin βmax Gmin Gmax νmin νmax

Value 461.27 605.26 1.22 1.22 189.08 267.27 0.11 0.30

Anisotropy 1.312 1.000 1.414 2.770
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3.2. Lattice Mismatch between WC/TiN Interface

The WC/TiN interface’s lattice mismatch must be identified prior to interface con-
struction. The lattice matching between the WC and TiN layers is improved by a lower
lattice mismatch, which also improves interfacial adhesion and stability. The Bramfitt two-
dimensional lattice mismatch theory was used to examine the lattice mismatch between
the low index crystal faces of WC and TiN. The following is the two-dimensional lattice
mismatch equation: [32]

δ
(hkl)s
(hkl)n =

3

∑
i=1

[(∣∣∣di
[uvw]S cos θ − di

[uuw]n

∣∣∣/di
[uvw]n

)
/3
]
× 100% (1)
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where (hkl)s is a lattice plane of WC substrate; (hkl)n is a lattice plane of TiN coating; [uvw]
is the crystal orientation in (hkl); d[uvw] is the interatomic spacing along [uvw]; θ is the
angle between the [uvw]s and [uvw]n.

Based on the above optimized crystal constant a = b = 2.92 Å, c = 2.84 Å for hcp-WC,
and a = b = c = 4.25 Å for fcc-TiN, the lattice mismatch of WC/TiN interface is listed in
Table 5. The lattice mismatch ratio of the WC(0001)/TiN(111) interface is only 2.7%, indicat-
ing that WC(0001)/TiN(111) has a good lattice matching. Therefore, in order to construct
surface and interface models, the WC(0001) and TiN(111) lattice planes were chosen.

Table 5. Calculated lattice mismatch between WC and TiN.

Matching Face WC(0001)//TiN(100) WC(0001)//TiN(110) WC(0001)//TiN(111)

[uvw]WC
[
1120

] [
0110

] [
1210

] [
1120

] [
0110

] [
1210

] [
1120

] [
0110

] [
1210

]
[uvw]TiN

[
110
] [

210
]

[100]
[
111
] [

110
] [

111
] [

101
] [

112
] [

011
]

θ (◦) 0 11.565 15 0 5.264 10.528 0 0 0
dWC(Å) 2.922 5.061 2.922 2.922 5.061 2.922 2.922 5.061 2.922
dTiN(Å) 2.123 4.747 3.003 3.677 6.006 3.677 3.003 5.201 3.003

δ (%) 16.04% 19.50% 2.70%

3.3. Surface Convergence Test

Periodic boundary conditions serve as the foundation for surface and interface models.
Convergence tests of the slabs were conducted prior to building the interface models to
ascertain the minimal number of atomic layers required when the slabs resembled the
internal structure of the bulk. The two terminal surfaces of all surface models must be
terminated in the identical manner to eliminate the dipole effect. Figure 6 shows the
surface models of WC(0001) and TiN(111). The WC(0001) slabs and TiN(111) slabs are both
polar surfaces. There are two surface configurations of WC(0001) slab depending on the
terminated atoms, which are (a) W-terminated and (b) C-terminated. However, TiN has six
surface configurations, which are (c) Ti1-terminated, (d) Ti2-terminated, (e) Ti3-terminated,
(f) N1-terminated, (g) N2-terminated, (h) N3-terminated.
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Figure 6. Surface models of (a) WC(0001) W-terminated; (b) WC(0001) C-terminated; (c) TiN(111)
Ti1-terminated; (d) TiN(111) Ti2-terminated; (e) TiN(111) Ti3-terminated; (f) TiN(111) N1-terminated;
(g) TiN(111) N2-terminated; (h) TiN(111) N3-terminated.

In this study, the variation in surface energy with atomic layer number is used to
examine the number of atomic layers required to achieve bulk-like properties for the
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surface model. Calculating the surface energy requires taking into account the chemical
potentials of various elements due to the non-stoichiometric properties of the TiN(111)
surface. Equation (2) can be used to compute the surface energy of the TiN(111) surface [33]:

σslab
TiN(111) =

1
2Asur(TiN(111))

[
Eslab

TiN(111) − NTiµ
slab
Ti − NNµslab

N

]
(2)

where Eslab
TiN(111) is the total energy of fully relaxed TiN(111) surface; Asur(TiN(111)) is the sur-

face area of TiN(111) surface; µslab
Ti and µslab

N are the numbers of Ti, N atoms in the TiN(111)
surface models; µslab

Ti and µslab
N represents the chemical potentials of Ti and N atoms.

The structure of TiN(111) surface will eventually gravitate toward an equilibrium state
after complete relaxation, in which chemical potential of the surface is equal to that of the
bulk. Consequently, different forms of energy are related in the ways listed below:

µbulk
TiN = µslab

Ti + µslab
N (3)

∆HTiN = µbulk
TiN − µbulk

Ti − µbulk
N (4)

where ¯bulk
TiN is the total energy of TiN bulk; µbulk

atom is the total energy of the atoms in the
corresponding pure phase (Ti and nitrogen).; ∆HTiN is the heat of formation of TiN bulk.

The surface energy in Equation (5) can be obtained by combining Equation (2) with
Equation (3):

σslab
TiN(111) =

1
2Asur(TiN(111))

[
Eslab

TiN − NNµbulk
TiN − (NTi − NN)µ

slab
Ti

]
(5)

Introduce a chemical potential change µTi = µslab
Ti − µbulk

Ti . Equation (5) becomes:

σslab
TiN(111) =

1
2Asur(TiN)

[
Eslab

TiN − NNµbulk
TiN − (NTi − NN)µ

bulk
Ti − (NTi − NN)∆µTi

]
(6)

where the numbers of atoms satisfies the formula NTi = NN+1 in the Ti-terminated TiN(111)
surface and NTi = NN−1 in the N-terminated TiN(111)surface.

Furthermore, Ti and N atoms must also have smaller chemical potentials in the surface
configuration than in the single phase; otherwise, the surface model will be unstable and
will decompose into a more stable phase. Therefore, there are the following relationships:

∆µN = µslab
N − µbulk

N ≤ 0 (7)

∆µTi = µslab
Ti − µbulk

Ti ≤ 0 (8)

Combined with Formulas (3), (4), (7) and (8), it can be seen that:

∆HTiN = µslab
Ti + µslab

N − µbulk
Ti − µbulk

N = ∆µTi + ∆µN ≤ 0 (9)

The range of values of ∆µc can be given by the following equation:

∆HTiN ≤ ∆µTi ≤ 0 (10)

As the same as TiN(111) surface configuration, WC(0001) surface configuration also
does not conform to stoichiometric ratio and belongs to polar surface. Then the surface
energy of WC(0001) calculated formula is:

σslab
WC(0001) =

1
2Asur(WC(0001))

[
Eslab − NWµbulk

WC + (NW − NC)µ
bulk
C + (NW − NC)∆µC

]
(11)

∆HWC ≤ ∆µC ≤ 0 (12)
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where the numbers of atoms satisfies the formula NW = NC+1 in the WC(0001) W-
terminated surface model and NW = NC−1 in the WC(0001) C-terminated surface model.

According to Formulas (6), (10), (11), and (12), it can be seen that (NTi − NN)∆µTi and
(NW − NC)∆µC is a constant given the values of ∆µTi and ∆µC. The chemical potentials of
the corresponding atoms in the WC and TiN slabs were set equal to the chemical potential
of the bulk to facilitate comparison of the trends of σslab

TiN(111) and σslab
WC(0001) with the number

of layers and to determine the stability of the WC/TiN interface in subsequent studies.
Figure 7 depicts the surface energy of various atom-terminated types of WC(0001)

and TiN(111) with increasing layer count. It should be pointed out that for the Ti/N-
terminated face, according to the calculation results, the surfaces with the same terminating
elements but different arrangements have the same surface energy. The surface energies of
different surface models gradually tend to be constant with the number of atomic layers
increases. When the number of layers of WC(0001) slabs is greater than or equal to nine,
the surface energy of W-terminated slabs can be stabilized to about 3.50 J/m2, and the
surface energy of C-terminated slabs can be stabilized to about 5.60 J/m2. With more
than 11 layers of TiN(111) slabs, the surface energy of Ti-terminated slabs can be stabilized
to about 1.80 J/m2, and the surface energy of the N-terminated slabs can be stabilized
to about 5.20 J/m2. Considering the cost of the calculation process and ensuring the
accuracy of the calculation results, a 9-layered WC(0001) W-terminated surface model, a
9-layered WC(0001) C-terminated surface model, an 11-layered TiN(111) Ti-terminated
surface model, and an 11-layered TiN(111) N-terminated surface model were used to build
the interface model.
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Figure 7. Variation of surface energy with the number of atomic layers for different terminated atomic
surface models.

3.4. Interface Properties
3.4.1. Interface Structure

Considering the different stacking modes, a total of twelve interface structures were
constructed. The schematic diagram of the structure of different interface models is shown
in Figure 8. The top and bottom parts of the interface are not shown given the length of
the schematic. The upper part is shown as a side view and the lower part is shown as
a top view. Three possible stacking points are considered in the calculation. The twelve
interfacial structures are named according to the corresponding situations of interfacial
atoms. The OT denotes that the interfacial Ti/N atom of the TiN side is directly on top of
the W/C atom in the WC side’s surface. The hole denotes the Ti/N atom on the TiN side
being placed on top of the vacancy on the WC side. The HCP denotes that the Ti/N atom
of the TiN side is directly on top of the W/C atom in the second layer of the WC side [20].
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Figure 8. Interface models. (a) Complete computational model of the WC(0001)/TiN(111), (a’) side
view of model (a), (b) W-OT-N, (c) W-HCP-N, (d) W-Hole-N, (e) W-OT-Ti, (f) W-HCP-Ti, (g) W-Hole-
Ti, (h) C-OT-N, (i) C-HCP-N, (j) C-Hole-N, (k) C-OT-Ti, (l) C-HCP-Ti, (m) C-Hole-Ti, and (b’~m’) top
views of the interface models, respectively.

3.4.2. Work of Adhesion and Interfacial Energy

The bond strength and stability of interface were assessed by interfacial adhesion
work (Wad) and interfacial energy (γ). The larger the Wad, the stronger the bonding of the
interface atoms. The following equation can be used to calculate the Wad [34]:

Wad(WC/TiN) =
EWC + ETiN − EWC/TiN

A
(13)

where A is the interface area, EWC(0001) and ETiN(111) are the total energy of WC(0001)
slab and TiN(111) slab, respectively; EWC/TiN is the total energy of the interface of
WC(0001)/TiN(111).
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The following formula can be used to obtain the γ [34]:

γ(WC/TiN) = σWC + σTiN − Wad (14)

where and σTiN are the surface energy of WC(0001) surface and TiN(111) surface respectively.
C-(HCP, Hole, OT)-N interface atoms were reconstructed during geometric opti-

mization of the relaxed structure, and the geometric optimization did not converge, in-
dicating that the interface between the WC(0001) C-terminated surface and the TiN(111)
N-terminated surface was unstable. The relation curves of interfacial distance (d0)-Wad
and d0-γ of different interfaces are shown in Figure 9. As can be seen, the termination
type, stacking mode, and interfacial spacing of the interface structure have a direct effect
on Wad and γ. The listed nine interfacial structures all converge to a certain interfacial
spacing, in which Wad is the largest and γ is the smallest. This indicates that the interface
structure converges to a relatively stable state at the corresponding extreme value of the
curve. Table 6 summarizes the optimal Wad, γ and d0 for the relaxed geometry of the nine
interfaces. It is obvious that, among the three types of interface structures, the stacking
form has a significant impact on the Wad, with all three types of interface structures demon-
strating the relationship of HCP > Hole > OT. The interfacial HCP stacking form is the most
powerful for bonding, as it can maintain the continuity of the ABAB . . . stacking mode
of the WC bulk, and a similar effect is also observed in Al/WC [35], Fe/WC [36]. In the
same interfacial structure, the HCP stacking form also has a smaller interfacial distance.
In the same interfacial structure, the HCP stacking form also has a smaller interfacial
distance, which is also beneficial to the interatomic interaction. Compared with the inter-
face formed by the W-terminated to Ti-terminated, the interface structure formed by the
C-terminated to Ti-terminated and the W-terminated to the N-terminated have a smaller
d0. This is related to atomic radii and interactions between atoms. W belongs to the sixth
period, and Ti belongs to the fourth period element. Both have larger atomic radii than the
second period element C/N. The ordering relationship of Wad for different interface struc-
tures is as follows: Wad(C-HCP-Ti) > Wad(C-Hole-Ti) > Wad(C-OT-Ti) > Wad(W-HCP-N) >
Wad(W-HCP-Ti) > Wad(W-Hole-Ti) > Wad(W-Hole-N) > Wad(W-OT-Ti) > Wad(W-OT-N).
The bonding strength of the C-Hole-Ti interface is the strongest (Wad = 8.899 J/m2) among
them. The large electronegativity difference between C and Ti results in a strong interaction
between the two atoms. The ordering relationship of γ for different interface structures
is as follows: γ(C-HCP-Ti) < γ(C-Hole-Ti) < γ(W-HCP-Ti) < γ(W-Hole-Ti) < γ(W-OT-Ti) <
γ(C-OT-Ti) < γ(W-HCP-N) < γ(W-Hole-N) < γ(W-OT-N). The stability of the C/Ti interface
can be found to be greater than the stability of the W/N and W/Ti interfaces, while the γ

of the C-HCP-Ti and C-Hole-Ti interfaces is less than zero, showing that they are thermo-
dynamically stable [27]. The C-HCP-Ti interface is the most stable one with the smallest
γ (−1.127 J/m2).
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Table 6. Interface ideal Wad, γ and d0 for the nine WC(0001)/TiN(111) interface structure.

Termination
Stacking

Relaxed

WC(0001) TiN(111) Wad (J/m2) γ (J/m2) d0(Å)

W N

OT 3.064 5.305 1.957

HCP 5.313 3.051 1.332

Hole 3.945 4.419 1.336

W Ti

OT 3.914 1.004 2.498

HCP 4.700 0.214 2.405

Hole 4.183 0.734 2.503

C Ti

OT 5.318 2.455 1.927

HCP 8.899 −1.127 1.415

Hole 8.786 −1.017 1.315

3.4.3. Interface Electronic Structure

The mechanical characteristics of the interface are determined by the atomic bonding
strength [37]. Therefore, methods such as charge density difference and DOS are used to
study the electronic structure of the WC(0001)/TiN(111) interface. The charge accumulation
area and charge depletion area can be identified using the charge density difference to
evaluate the transfer of interatomic charge [38]. Equation (15) can be used to compute the
charge density difference [39]:

ρd= ρtotal−ρWC−ρTiN (15)

where ρtotal is the total charge density of the WC(0001)/TiN(111) interface system; ρWC
and ρTiN are the charge density of the WC and TiN slabs in the interface model.

The electronic structures of the C-HCP-Ti, W-HCP-N, and W-Hole-Ti interfaces were
computed in order to better examine the properties of the interfaces. Figure 10 depicts
the charge density difference at the interfaces of C-HCP-Ti, W-HCP-N, and W-Hole-Ti.
According to the difference in charge distribution of atoms at different depths on both
sides of the interface, it can be seen that the heterointerface structure affects the charge
distribution of about two atomic layers on both sides of the interface, respectively. In
Figure 10a, a charge depletion zone exists around the interface Ti atoms, and its distribution
shape is different from that of the inner layer due to the influence of the interface atoms.
An asymmetric charge accumulation region is around the C atom, its electron distribution
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biased towards the Ti atoms, which indicates that the outer electrons of the Ti atoms
are transferred to the C atoms during the interfacial bonding process. and its electron
distribution is biased towards the adjacent Ti atoms, indicating that during the bonding
process at the interface, the outer electrons from the Ti atoms are transferred to the C atoms.
Due to the influence of the interface, the charge distribution of C atoms at the interface is
different from that of the inner C atoms. The strong interaction between the C and Ti atoms
at the interface is a sign of chemical bond formation. The redistribution characteristics
of the interface charges prove that there are certain ionic characteristics between C and
Ti atoms in addition to covalent bonds [20]. In Figure 10b, compared with the inner W
atoms, there is an enlarged charge depletion region around the W atoms at the interface,
and a charge accumulation region with electron distribution biased toward the adjacent
W atom around the N atom at the interface, which indicates that during the bonding
process at the interface, the outer electrons from the W atoms are transferred to the N atoms.
The interaction between the W and N atoms indicates the formation of chemical bond.
The W atoms at the interface have different charge distribution characteristics from the
aforementioned two interface configurations, as can be seen in Figure 10c. The W atoms
at this interface structure have a smaller charge depletion region than the inner W atoms,
while the Ti atoms at the interface have an enlarged charge depletion region. There is a
charge-sharing region between the interface W and Ti atoms, which indicates that the outer
electrons of the W and Ti atoms are jointly transferred to the middle region of the interface
to form a metallic bond. Additionally, the charge-sharing region is more inclined to the side
of W atoms, which is related to the fact that W atoms have greater electronegativity than
Ti atoms. Comparing the degree of charge transfer/aggregation of these three interface
structures, it can be found that the interface atoms have different strengths of interaction:
C-HCP-Ti>W-HCP-N>W-Hole-Ti, which is compatible with the calculation results of the
interfacial bond strength presented above.
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Figure 11 depicts the PDOS of the C-HCP-Ti, W-HCP-N, and W-Hole-Ti interfaces.
The DOS of the sub-interface atoms is very comparable to that of the inner atoms, while that
of the interfacial atoms differs dramatically from that of the atoms in the inside structure.
These differences represent the local charge redistribution features of the interfaces. All
three interface structures contain Fermi level peaks, indicating that they have conductor-like
properties. From −4.0 to −1.0 eV in Figure 11a, the peak morphologies and peak intensities
of the C and Ti atoms are essentially the same, and there is clear orbital hybridization
between them, demonstrating the formation of a potent covalent bond between the two
atoms. The PDOS of C-atoms is much stronger than that of Ti-atoms between −8.0 eV
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and 11.0 eV, indicating that the charge buildup was diverted to C-atoms and an ionic
bond formed between them. As a result, the C-Hole-Ti interface’s chemical bonds are a
combination of ionic and covalent bonds. In Figure 11b, from −8.75 eV to −3.80 eV, the
orbits of W-atoms and N-atoms both exhibit some degree of orbital hybridization, which
affects the covalent bond that results from their interaction. From −15.0 eV to −17.5 eV, the
fact that the PDOS of the N atom is significantly stronger than that of the W atom suggests
that the charge buildup is diverted to the N atom, resulting in the formation of the ionic
bond. Thus, the W-HCP-N interface forms ionic and covalent bonds. In Figure 11c, there
is no orbital hybridization effect between the orbitals of W and Ti atoms at the interface,
indicating that there is no interaction between them and no covalent bond is formed, which
may be related to the larger interface distance (2.503 Å). Both W atoms and Ti atoms have a
large number of electronic states close to the Fermi level., indicating the formation of strong
metallic bonds. Therefore, the W-HCP-Ti interface is the interaction of metallic bonds.
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4. Conclusions

This work is based on the application background of TiN coating widely used as a
wear-resistant layer and adhesive layer in the field of cemented carbide-coated tools to
improve the bonding performance of the film-substrate interface. The interfacial properties
between the WC substrate and TiN coating were investigated by using first-principles
calculations. The polar WC(0001)/TiN(111) interface with the minimum lattice mismatch
was chosen in accordance with the lattice mismatch theory. Twelve interface models were
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built in accordance with the atomic termination types and atomic stacking forms, but
only nine interface models were explored due to the non-convergence of the geometric
optimization of the C-(OT, HCP, Hole)-N interface model. The analysis of adhesion work,
interfacial energy, electronic structure, etc., aims to reveal the bonding strength, stability
and bonding mechanism of different termination state interface types. The conclusions are
as follows:

1. The chemical bonds of the WC bulk are a mixture of metal, ionic, and covalent bonds;
the anisotropy of the elastic properties of WC bulk is mainly contributed by the z
direction, and there is no anisotropy in the x/y direction. The chemical bond of TiN
bulk is a mixture of metal and polar covalent bonds; the elastic properties of TiN bulk
have strong anisotropy and high symmetry. The symmetry of elastic properties is
related to the symmetry of its crystal structure.

2. The lattice mismatch ratio of WC(0001) and TiN(111) slabs is 2.7%, indicating that
WC(0001) and TiN(111) can perform good lattice matching.

3. The interfacial atomic stacking form of HCP has a larger Wad compared with other
stacking forms due to the preservation of the continuity of the WC structure. Among
the nine interface models, the maximum Wad of the C-HCP-Ti interface is 8.899 J/m2,
and the separation distance is 1.415 Å, indicating that the bonding strength of C-HCP-
Ti is the strongest, which is consistent with the strong interaction of electrons between
C/Ti atoms at the interface.

4. The γ values of the C-HCP-Ti, C-Hole-Ti interfaces are less than zero, indicating that
they are thermodynamically stable. The C-HCP-Ti structure, the most stable interface
structure with the smallest γ value (−1.127 J/m2), forms covalent and ionic bonds at
the interface.

This study offers a crucial theoretical framework for understanding the formation
mechanism of the film−substrate interface of cemented carbide-coated tools.
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